Introduction
============

The burden of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is increasing, and new guidelines focus on symptom control and the impact of comorbid conditions.[@b1-copd-9-349] To this point, nocturnal COPD symptoms have been reported in a significant number of patients and may affect sleep. Klink et al surveyed patients and found nocturnal cough and wheezing resulted in 53% of the patients reporting difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep, and 23% reporting excessive daytime sleepiness.[@b2-copd-9-349] In addition, several studies have shown that sleep quality is worse in people with COPD compared to healthy individuals.[@b3-copd-9-349]--[@b5-copd-9-349] Beyond symptoms, there are nocturnal alterations in ventilation and gas control in patients with COPD. The result for patients with significant daytime hypoxemia and hypercapnia may be more profound nocturnal changes in hypoxemia, especially during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.[@b6-copd-9-349] In addition to increased nocturnal symptoms, poor sleep quality, and effects on gas exchange, there are a number of COPD patients who may also have comorbid obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) ([Figure 1](#f1-copd-9-349){ref-type="fig"}).

OSA is a common medical condition of increasing recognition in the United States and internationally as well. OSA is a condition characterized by increased upper airway resistance associated with an intermittent decrease or absence of inspiratory air flow, often causing arousals during sleep. It has been estimated that up to one in five adults in North America have some degree of OSA, with the prevalence of OSA increasing with age.[@b7-copd-9-349] Although it is typically thought of as a condition affecting men, the prevalence of OSA among women is about 10%. Furthermore, the sex disparity of OSA ends around age 55 with a sharp rise among postmenopausal women.[@b8-copd-9-349]--[@b11-copd-9-349] In addition to age, obesity is a major risk factor for developing OSA, and modest changes in body weight can dramatically affect the severity of OSA.[@b7-copd-9-349],[@b12-copd-9-349] The incidence of OSA in the United States parallels the increased incidence of obesity and is often a confounding factor in observational studies of OSA. Of note however, obesity is a less important risk factor for OSA among the elderly with significantly diminished effect after age 70 to 80 years.[@b13-copd-9-349] As the overall incidence of OSA has increased over the past 20 years, its connection to general health, quality of life, and other medical conditions has emerged.[@b7-copd-9-349],[@b14-copd-9-349] In particular, a synergistic relationship between OSA and COPD has been described and is often referred to as overlap syndrome ([Figure 2](#f2-copd-9-349){ref-type="fig"}).[@b15-copd-9-349]

Overlap syndrome
================

The association between COPD and OSA is not fully understood, and large population studies have reported conflicting data regarding an increased prevalence of OSA among patients with COPD compared to the general population.[@b16-copd-9-349]--[@b21-copd-9-349] It has been noted that approximately 11% of patients with OSA have airflow limitation on spirometry.[@b18-copd-9-349] The largest study to date, the Sleep Heart Health study, did not find an increased prevalence of OSA among patients with mild airflow limitation defined by a forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV~1~) to forced vital capacity ratio of less than 70%.[@b19-copd-9-349] In those with mild airflow obstruction without an elevated respiratory disturbance index (RDI), there was no increase in sleepiness as measured by the Epworth Sleepiness Scale.[@b22-copd-9-349] However, patients with airflow obstruction and an RDI greater than 10 had higher Epworth sleepiness scores, lower total sleep time and sleep efficiency, and were more likely to have desaturations than those with airflow obstruction or an elevated RDI in isolation.[@b19-copd-9-349] The major limitation of this study was that most subjects had mild airflow obstruction. When compared to patients with either COPD or OSA alone, the patients that had these two conditions simultaneously displayed more profound oxygen desaturations during sleep as well as worse daytime hypoxemia and hypercapnia.[@b18-copd-9-349],[@b19-copd-9-349] There are potentially several downstream health consequences of this, including an increased overall mortality among patients with overlap syndrome than either condition alone, most commonly due to cardiovascular disease.[@b23-copd-9-349],[@b24-copd-9-349]

Overlap syndrome physiology
===========================

There are three broad aspects of the respiratory physiology of sleep that account for the physiologic derangements seen in the overlap syndrome. The increase in upper airway resistance, classically seen in OSA, has impact on thoracic physiology and the effectiveness of gas exchange distal to the site of airway narrowing. Thoracic structure and, in particular, the effect on diaphragmatic effort and ability to maintain adequate ventilation during sleep are intimately associated with both COPD and OSA. Finally, changes in central mediators of respiratory effort impact compensatory mechanisms for these conditions.

Upper airway resistance
-----------------------

There are two main regions in the upper airway that are responsible for increased airway airflow resistance during sleep, the base of the tongue and the soft palate. These structures approximate the posterior wall of the pharynx resulting in anterior-posterior narrowing, especially prominent in a supine body position. In addition, lateral pharyngeal wall intrusion occurs due to negative intraluminal pressure during inspiration and a reduction in pharyngeal dilator muscle tone, resulting in circumferential airway collapse. Oropharyngeal crowding from redundant soft tissue seen among obese individuals and people from certain ethnic backgrounds predisposes them to obstructive sleep apnea.[@b25-copd-9-349]--[@b27-copd-9-349] In a similar way, mucosal inflammation such as chronic rhinitis, which is often seen in cigarette smoking, may contribute to this phenomenon.[@b28-copd-9-349]--[@b30-copd-9-349] The normal circadian change in airway caliber also contributes to a mild bronchoconstriction during sleep and an increase in airway resistance.[@b31-copd-9-349] Finally, increased diaphragmatic and abdominal muscle effort is required to overcome the upper airway resistance and maintain adequate airflow to the lower respiratory tract. This can be particularly difficult in patients with comorbid intrathoracic airway resistance, due to chronic inflammation and hyperinflation, and increased dead space ventilation at baseline.

With regards to sleep quality in COPD, the typical cough reflex of patients with chronic bronchitis and emphysema is reduced during sleep.[@b32-copd-9-349] In patients with chronic bronchitis or bronchiectasis, airway clearance of excess mucus can be particularly important. Accumulation of airway secretions may lead to mucous plugging and a reduction in alveolar ventilation. There is no data, however, to suggest that mucolytic agents benefit patients with COPD or overlap syndrome, and recent guidelines do not recommend routine use of mucolytic agents.[@b1-copd-9-349]

Thoracic respiratory physiology
-------------------------------

In addition to upper airway luminal changes, thoracic respiratory physiology is an important aspect of sleep and the overlap syndrome. Alterations in minute ventilation and functional residual capacity (FRC) occur in both non-REM and REM sleep, but are more profound within REM sleep. Despite a decrease in metabolic activity during sleep, it is normal to have an increase in the partial pressure of carbon dioxide (pCO~2~) of 2--10 mmHg due to a reduction in tidal volume during non-REM sleep and a rapid-shallow breathing pattern within REM sleep.[@b33-copd-9-349],[@b34-copd-9-349] In normal individuals, a reduction in ventilation by approximately 40% occurs during REM compared to daytime breathing.[@b33-copd-9-349],[@b35-copd-9-349] This can have important consequences for individuals who have difficulty with alveolar ventilation due to hyperinflation and increased dead space ventilation. The FRC is the particular lung volume that is determined by the opposing elastic recoil forces of the thoracic wall and the lungs and often acts as an oxygen reservoir for the lungs. Body position during sleep, supine or lateral recumbent, creates external thoracic restriction. Attenuation of chest wall muscle tone, especially seen in REM sleep, reduces the outward elastic force of the thorax. These two conditions cause a reduction in the FRC and, in combination with reduced tidal volume during sleep, result in hypoventilation and decreased oxygen partial pressure(pO~2~) levels, even among normal subjects.

This process can be accentuated in patients with COPD and hyperinflation. As lung volumes increase from hyperinflation or air-trapping, the curvature of the diaphragm flattens. Diaphragmatic fattening leads to diminished excursion and efficiency, creating an increased dependence on compensatory mechanisms such as accessory muscle use ([Figure 3](#f3-copd-9-349){ref-type="fig"}). The skeletal muscle atonia that occurs during REM sleep requires that respiratory efforts are again dependent on the less functional diaphragm. In addition to this, the typical REM-related rapid-shallow breathing pattern increases dead-space ventilation, further contributing to a reduction in alveolar ventilation. This is the major cause for the profound oxygen desaturations observed during sleep in patients with COPD and overlap syndrome.

Central respiratory drive
-------------------------

The final component of respiratory physiology that has important consequence in COPD and overlap syndrome during sleep is the neurochemical response of the respiratory cycle. During wakefulness, the central drive to breathe is affected by both hypercapnia and hypoxemia. During sleep these responses are blunted, allowing for more profound hypoxia and hypercapnia than observed while awake.[@b33-copd-9-349],[@b35-copd-9-349],[@b36-copd-9-349] The ventilatory and arousal response during sleep has been observed to be driven primarily by hypercapnia rather than hypoxemia. Arousal response to hypoxemia can be reduced as much as two-thirds in REM sleep. In experimental data, patients were observed to have a decrease in oxygen saturation into the 70% range without an arousal response.[@b33-copd-9-349],[@b36-copd-9-349],[@b37-copd-9-349] Conversely, small alterations in pCO~2~ can lead to an increase in minute ventilation.[@b38-copd-9-349],[@b39-copd-9-349]

Effects on nocturnal hypoxemia
------------------------------

In severe COPD, oxygen saturations may decrease by 40% during REM sleep and up to a 20% decrease during non-REM sleep.[@b40-copd-9-349] As stated previously, this is likely a result of increased physiologic dead space during sleep in COPD, along with a more profound decrease in alveolar ventilation at low tidal volumes compared to healthy individuals. Another key aspect of the significant nocturnal desaturations observed in COPD and overlap syndrome is related to oxygen tension and its dissociation from hemoglobin. Oxygen dissociation from hemoglobin is driven by many physiologic parameters. The baseline blood oxygen tension at rest is an influential factor based on the oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve. In a subject with normal oxygen tension, the slope of the oxygen dissociation curve is shallow and thus changes in pO~2~ have less effect on measured oxygen saturation. As one moves along the curve towards lower oxygen tension, the slope increases dramatically. In patients with COPD with a reduced baseline pO~2~, the starting point is along a steeper slope, and small changes in pO~2~ will have a more profound effect on the oxygen saturation, as shown in [Figure 4](#f4-copd-9-349){ref-type="fig"}. The blunted neurochemical response, as well as a reduced muscular and ventilatory compensatory capability in patients with COPD and overlap syndrome may contribute to the profound oxygen desaturations observed in sleep.

Cigarette smoking
=================

An important consideration for the evaluation of sleep quality and sleep-disordered breathing with COPD is the effect of cigarette smoking on each of these conditions. Cigarette smoking is the most important risk factor for the development of COPD in the United States and has significant impact on sleep. Also, many patients with COPD continue to smoke cigarettes despite the health consequences that are already realized. Ongoing cigarette smoke exposure is associated with both upper and lower respiratory tract irritation and mucosal inflammation. Augmented nasal airflow resistance through increased mucosal edema and secretions is found in patients that actively smoke cigarettes and is an independent risk factor for snoring.[@b28-copd-9-349],[@b30-copd-9-349],[@b41-copd-9-349],[@b42-copd-9-349] Despite this, the association between smoking and OSA is not as clear. Some observational studies have shown an increased prevalence of OSA among active cigarette smokers compared to former and never smokers,[@b43-copd-9-349] but a large cross-sectional study that included 3,509 patients specifically looking at this relationship did not support smoking as an independent risk factor for developing OSA.[@b44-copd-9-349]

Nicotine, the major component of tobacco smoke, was once purposed as a treatment for sleep-disordered breathing. Nicotine increases the activity of the pharyngeal dilator muscles including the genioglossus muscle via the hypoglossal nerve and, to a lesser extent, the diaphragm via phrenic nerve stimulation.[@b45-copd-9-349] Nicotine also has central effects on respiratory drive and reduction of REM stage sleep.[@b45-copd-9-349],[@b46-copd-9-349] A trial with short-acting orally absorbed nicotine did show a reduction in the frequency and duration of obstructive and mixed apneas in patients with OSA, but only for the first hours of sleep.[@b47-copd-9-349] Subsequent studies with continuously absorbed oral and transdermal nicotine patches did not show a reduction in the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI).[@b46-copd-9-349],[@b48-copd-9-349] Furthermore, cigarette smoking has been independently associated with increased sleep latency, arousal frequency, and lighter stage sleep.[@b49-copd-9-349] This is thought to be due to the central stimulating effects of nicotine and nocturnal nicotine withdrawal, coined "nocturnal sleep-disturbing nicotine craving".[@b50-copd-9-349] As a result, active smokers report worse sleep quality and greater daytime somnolence.[@b51-copd-9-349]--[@b53-copd-9-349]

Smoking cessation can have its own sleep disturbances as part of the withdrawal syndrome. Smoking cessation has been associated with increased arousal frequency and poorer sleep quality. This impairment of sleep has been associated with decreased abstinence rates.[@b54-copd-9-349] Another hindrance to smoking cessation is the potential for weight gain as measured in Quitline surveys.[@b55-copd-9-349] A cohort of 768 former smokers from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey I database were surveyed for weight gain following smoking cessation, and it was found that although the mean weight gain was 2.8 kilograms for men and 3.8 kilograms for women, almost 10% of men and 13% of females gained more than 13 kilograms.[@b56-copd-9-349] Peppard et al found an increase of 10% above stable body weight was associated with a 32% increase in AHI and a six-fold increase in the odds of developing moderate to severe OSA.[@b12-copd-9-349]

Consequences of overlap syndrome
================================

Patients with COPD and OSA often report decreased sleep quality to their treating providers. The reductions in total sleep time and sleep efficiency observed in patients with COPD have been associated with the degree of hyperinflation and nocturnal symptoms such as cough.[@b57-copd-9-349],[@b58-copd-9-349] In a study of 24 patients with COPD, the patients spent 22.4% of the mean total sleep time in relative desaturation, and arousals from sleep were associated with these periods of desaturation. When the patients were placed on supplemental oxygen to eliminate desaturations, there was no effect on the arousal index.[@b3-copd-9-349] The Sleep Heart Health Study, however, found that among the 1,138 patients with mild COPD alone, sleep was only minimally disturbed.[@b19-copd-9-349] They did note that there was an increased odds ratio of 1.9 for nocturnal oxygen desaturation, with an FEV~1~ of less than 65% predicted and greater desaturations with comorbid OSA.[@b19-copd-9-349]

It has been shown that patients with overlap syndrome report worse sleep quality than either condition alone. This was primarily due to an increase in sleep disturbances and arousals leading to a fragmented sleep pattern.[@b19-copd-9-349] In a study of 30 patients with overlap syndrome, the decrease in sleep efficiency correlated with the degree of hyperinflation rather than the AHI or nocturnal hypoxemia.[@b58-copd-9-349] This is further supported by improvements in total sleep time and sleep efficiency observed in patients successfully undergoing lung volume reduction surgery (LVRS).[@b59-copd-9-349] Assessments of daytime functioning among patients with OSA reveal that impaired alertness, attention, executive functioning, and memory were most strongly associated with nocturnal desaturations rather than the degree of the AHI.[@b60-copd-9-349],[@b61-copd-9-349] More complex psychological symptoms of somatization, obsession--compulsion, depression, anxiety, and hostility are associated with the presence of OSA and the degree of daytime sleepiness, but may not be associated with severity of the AHI or oxygen desaturations.[@b62-copd-9-349] In a similar trend, symptoms of depression and anxiety are commonly found among patients with COPD, even with a mild reduction in the FEV~1~.[@b63-copd-9-349],[@b64-copd-9-349]

Cardiopulmonary consequences
----------------------------

The repeated and prolonged nocturnal hypoxemia observed in overlap syndrome may have an association with the development of cardiovascular consequences such as pulmonary hypertension and recurrent cardiac arrhythmias. Several studies have shown that the risk for having pulmonary hypertension with OSA is increased with underlying airflow obstruction, chronic hypoventilation or hypoxemia, and the severity of obesity.[@b65-copd-9-349]--[@b69-copd-9-349] Without these comorbid conditions, pulmonary hypertension is not common, even in severe OSA alone.[@b68-copd-9-349],[@b69-copd-9-349] Chaouat et al demonstrated that patients with overlap syndrome have increased daytime pulmonary vascular resistance and lower daytime oxygen saturations compared to patients with OSA alone.[@b18-copd-9-349] In addition, evidence of increased right ventricular remodeling on thoracic imaging was recently shown among patients with overlap syndrome compared to COPD alone.[@b70-copd-9-349]

Patients with overlap syndrome may also be at risk for increased heart rhythm disturbances. There is a noted increase in premature ventricular contractions in patients with COPD and nocturnal desaturations.[@b71-copd-9-349] In addition, OSA has been shown to be a risk factor for recurrent atrial fibrillation following ablation, but the association between untreated OSA and new-onset atrial fibrillation has been debated due to the confounding variable of obesity.[@b72-copd-9-349]--[@b76-copd-9-349] A study of 2,873 patients showed an increased incidence of new-onset atrial fibrillation observed among patients with overlap syndrome compared to those with COPD and OSA alone.[@b77-copd-9-349] It was felt that repeated hypoxemia, cardiac remodeling, and alterations of cardiopulmonary pressure measures may be contributing factors.

Importantly, for control of COPD symptoms, the COPD exacerbation rate appears to be increased among overlap syndrome patients compared to COPD alone. In a study comparing 213 patients with untreated overlap syndrome with 210 patients with COPD alone, the incidence of exacerbations requiring hospitalization was 61.4% versus 39.5%, respectively, despite similar degrees of obstruction and medical therapy. All-cause mortality was also higher in the untreated overlap syndrome group compared to COPD alone, most commonly due to a cardiovascular condition. Both exacerbation rate and mortality were improved with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy in this study.[@b24-copd-9-349]

Overlap syndrome mortality
--------------------------

COPD is now the third leading cause of death in the United States according to the Centers for Disease Control.[@b78-copd-9-349] Prognosis for patients with COPD can be evaluated with multidimensional indexes that include body mass, degree of airflow obstruction, dyspnea scores, and walking distance.[@b79-copd-9-349] Studies now show that for patients with OSA, a reduced FEV~1~ or a history of smoking may lead to increased mortality.[@b23-copd-9-349],[@b80-copd-9-349],[@b81-copd-9-349] In one study, there was a seven-fold increase in the risk of death in OSA patients with COPD.[@b80-copd-9-349] Comorbid OSA, when untreated, may also contribute to increased risk of death in patient with COPD, as described by Marin and colleagues.[@b24-copd-9-349] The mechanisms that result in worsening outcomes for patients with the overlap syndrome are not yet understood. Several potential areas of concern are the increased cardiovascular consequences described earlier as well as increased exacerbations. These are areas that continue to deserve investigation.

Screening and diagnosis
=======================

A challenge for providers is that patients with chronic lung diseases often underreport daytime symptoms of sleepiness despite reporting poor sleep quality.[@b82-copd-9-349] General consensus statements suggest screening for sleep disordered breathing in COPD patients who complain of symptoms typically associated with sleep-disordered breathing such as excessive daytime somnolence and frequent nocturnal arousals from sleep.[@b1-copd-9-349] Additionally, it has been suggested that patients with COPD who develop morning headaches following nocturnal oxygen supplementation should undergo a diagnostic polysomnogram.[@b83-copd-9-349] The American Thoracic Society/European Respiratory Society recommend a screening polysomnogram in patients with mild to moderate airflow obstruction and evidence of pulmonary hypertension.[@b84-copd-9-349] A recent meta-analysis of 42 studies investigating clinic predictors of OSA showed the most reliable symptom for OSA screening was the presence of nocturnal choking or gasping with a likelihood ratio of 3.3. Of note, the investigators found that a history of snoring was a poor predictor of OSA.[@b85-copd-9-349] Conversely, patients with OSA who have respiratory complaints typical of COPD and the presence of risk factors for COPD, most prominently cigarette smoking, should have a screening spirometry test performed. If there is clinical concern for nocturnal desaturations based on daytime oxygen saturations that are less than 93%, this may be evaluated by nocturnal oximetry. However, the utility of overnight oxygen saturation measurements in suggesting OSA in COPD is quite limited. Nocturnal oximetry may be more useful for evaluating the effectiveness of nocturnal oxygen therapy.

The presence of OSA is determined by the frequency of apnea and hypopnea events per hour of sleep (the AHI) that a person has on a polysomnogram. While the definition of apnea in adults is widely accepted as the absence of airflow for at least 10 seconds, the definition of hypopnea is not. The two common scoring criteria for hypopnea are the reduction of airflow for at least 10 seconds with either a 4% oxygen desaturation or a 3% oxygen desaturation with subsequent arousal.

A common alternative to the AHI for determining the presence and severity of OSA is based on the RDI. Prior to 2008, the term RDI was equivalent to the current definition of AHI. Since 2008 and currently, there are two accepted definitions of RDI. Unattended overnight polysomnograms performed in an ambulatory setting (also known as "portable" or "home" sleep studies) have been a common modality for screening for OSA in high risk patient populations. These studies utilize a limited number of channels, and exact sleep time and arousals from sleep as determined by electroencephalography are often not available. Index time is utilized in place of sleep time, and this is the recording time of the study minus any amount of time when surrogate markers of wakefulness are present. The RDI in this situation is defined by the number of apnea and hypopnea (4% oxygen desaturation definition) events per index time. The alternate definition includes respiratory-event related arousals (RERAs) in addition to apnea and hypopnea events per hour of sleep. RERAs are events of increasing respiratory effort leading to an arousal without an associated oxygen desaturation. Although RERAs represent disruptions in sleep and can lead to daytime sleepiness, they do not contribute to the diagnosis of OSA. Intermittent nocturnal oxygen desaturations observed in patients with COPD may often be independent of increased upper airway resistance or collapse. There must be careful evaluation of the airflow pattern to avoid over-scoring these events as hypopneas rather than oxygen desaturations. The American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) defines OSA by at least five events per hour of sleep with associated symptoms such as daytime sleepiness, respiratory pauses during sleep, or gasping arousals.[@b86-copd-9-349] It is important to note that research trials over time have varied in the cutoff points for defining sleep apnea with a range of an AHI of five events per hour with symptoms present to 20 events per hour.

Other sleep apnea syndromes
===========================

While overlap syndrome is the combination of COPD and OSA, there are other types of sleep-disordered breathing that are less commonly seen but can be present in patients with COPD. Central sleep apnea (CSA) and complex sleep apnea (CompSA) are two broad categories of sleep apnea, but data on the association and combined consequences with COPD are lacking. CSA is repetitive cessation of breathing without associated respiratory effort during sleep due to hyperventilation with hypocapnia-associated respiratory pauses or chronic hypoventilation. Hyperventilation is the mechanism for primary CSA, high altitude central apnea, or CSA associated with congestive heart failure (CHF), while chronic hypoventilation CSA is commonly associated with neuromuscular disease and chronic opiate medication use. In 2012, the AASM released a meta-analysis and practice guidelines for the treatment of adults with the various CSA syndromes, wherein treatment often consists of maintenance of adequate ventilation via CPAP or bilevel positive airway pressure (PAP) therapy.[@b87-copd-9-349]

CompSA refers to the emergence of central apneas upon treatment of underlying OSA with PAP therapy. Three purposed mechanisms for the development of CompSA have been established, including increased loop gain, relief of OSA related hypercapnea, and induction of stretch receptors.[@b88-copd-9-349]--[@b91-copd-9-349] Among patients who develop CompSA, approximately half will resolve after 8 weeks with CPAP therapy alone.[@b92-copd-9-349] The remainder will need alternative strategies that support adequate nocturnal ventilation.

Treatment of overlap syndrome
=============================

Literature regarding the effects of various treatment modalities in patients with overlap syndrome compared to either condition alone is limited. As such, treatment for overlap syndrome should focus on maximizing the therapeutic benefit of each condition and focus on interventions that have shown benefit in both conditions. The goal of therapy is both improvement in objective data such as reduction in sleep fragmentation, exacerbation rate, hospitalization frequency, and mortality; and subjective data including daytime functioning, quality of life, and sleep quality. It is important to acknowledge that coexisting cardiovascular conditions are common to both COPD and OSA and is the leading cause of death among patients with overlap syndrome.[@b24-copd-9-349]

Improvement in daytime symptom control with best practices as recommended in COPD guidelines would likely translate to improved sleep. A number of pharmaceutical agents have been evaluated in COPD and OSA for nocturnal benefit. Theophylline has been studied in COPD with conflicting results on the effect on sleep quality.[@b93-copd-9-349]--[@b95-copd-9-349] Theophylline has also been studied in patients with OSA alone and has shown varying improvement in the AHI,[@b96-copd-9-349],[@b97-copd-9-349] but potentially at the consequence of significantly greater disruption in sleep quality.[@b97-copd-9-349] Anticholinergics have been shown to improve nocturnal hypoxemia and sleep quality.[@b98-copd-9-349],[@b99-copd-9-349] Salmeterol, when compared to placebo, did not show an improvement in AHI or sleep quality in patients with OSA alone.[@b100-copd-9-349] The use of beta agonist medications, both short- and long-acting formulations, has been shown to improve sleep quality among patients with stable COPD when used alone and in combination with an inhaled corticosteroid.[@b101-copd-9-349] One study had a trend towards improvement in insomnia in patients with stable COPD when a beta agonist was used within 2 hours of bedtime.[@b102-copd-9-349]

Systemic corticosteroid administration is the cornerstone of treatment for acute exacerbations of COPD, demonstrating improvement in the rate of lung function recovery, dyspnea, and hospital length of stay, although the treatment dose and duration can vary widely in the community.[@b1-copd-9-349] Adverse side effects of systemic corticosteroid are commonly reported and are often linked to the cumulative dose and duration of use. Among the major trials assessing the efficacy of systemic corticosteroids during exacerbations, limited data was reported about sleep disturbances or weight changes.[@b103-copd-9-349]--[@b106-copd-9-349] A Cochrane Review in 2005 reported an odds ratio of developing insomnia among patients treated with systemic corticosteroid for an acute exacerbation of COPD of 3.53 (*P*=0.001).[@b103-copd-9-349] Aaron et al compared 74 patients treated with prednisone 40 mg daily for 10 days with 73 patients treated with placebo.[@b107-copd-9-349] This study found an increased rate of insomnia among the corticosteroid arm, with nearly half of these patients reporting insomnia (48% versus 21%, *P*=0.001). In addition, weight gain was reported by 13% of the patients who received corticosteroids compared to 1% patients who did not. Significant and persistent weight gain has been observed with chronic and recurrent courses of systemic corticosteroids in a myriad of inflammatory conditions. Steroid-induced skeletal muscle atrophy is also a known side effect of systemic corticosteroids, especially in chronic use. Decramer et al found significant respiratory and quadriceps muscle weakness among the patients with a cumulative daily dose of 4.3 mg of methylprednisolone from steroid "burst" treatments over a 6-month period for exacerbations of their COPD.[@b108-copd-9-349] However, this same acquired weakness was not observed in a study of 25 patients with stable COPD who were given 30 mg of prednisolone daily for 2 weeks.[@b109-copd-9-349] This suggests that the combined effect of the systemic corticosteroid and an acute inflammatory state drives the development of muscular weakness. This muscular weakness can affect the previously described compensatory mechanisms patients with COPD and overlap syndrome utilize during sleep. Sleep disruption and weight gain have not been commonly reported with the use of inhaled corticosteroids in COPD.

Recommendations for nonpharmacologic treatment of COPD support the use of pulmonary rehabilitation. Another nonpharmacologic therapy for COPD is LVRS.[@b110-copd-9-349] While few patients qualify for LVRS, this treatment has also shown benefits with improved sleep time and sleep efficiency as well as improvements in nocturnal desaturations in those undergoing LVRS compared to medical therapy alone.[@b59-copd-9-349] If a sleep aid is needed in patients with COPD, there is evidence that zolpidem does not decrease the respiratory drive or minute ventilation in COPD patients.[@b111-copd-9-349]

Exercise and dietary modifications
----------------------------------

Behavioral modifications including exercise programs, dietary alteration, and therapeutic compliance are the cornerstones of treating many medical conditions. Structured exercise has been investigated in both COPD and OSA. There are many health gains that have been reported for COPD patients with pulmonary rehabilitation, including improving dyspnea scores, mood indexes, quality of life measurements, daily functioning and hospital admission frequency.[@b112-copd-9-349] An important feature of structured exercise programs is muscle reconditioning and efforts to increase skeletal muscle mass. Muscle wasting and low body mass index (less than 21 kg/m^2^) correlate with decreased functional state, quality of life, and survival among patients with COPD.[@b79-copd-9-349],[@b113-copd-9-349] There is evidence to suggest that obesity in patients with at least moderate COPD may protect against hyperinflation due to thoracic wall restriction,[@b114-copd-9-349],[@b115-copd-9-349] although obesity itself can limit exercise capacity and functional mobility and contribute to risk for OSA.[@b116-copd-9-349]--[@b118-copd-9-349] A recent study by Soler et al evaluated the effects of pulmonary rehabilitation on sleep quality in 64 patients with chronic lung disease undergoing an 8 week comprehensive pulmonary rehabilitation program. Poor sleep quality was reported by 58% of the patients at enrollment, and sleep quality improved by 19% using the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index.[@b119-copd-9-349]

In patients with OSA, structured exercise programs between 3 and 6 months have shown improvements in AHI, independent of reduction in body mass index, functional state, and quality of life. Exercise has also resulted in improvement in daytime sleepiness and sleep quality in some studies,[@b120-copd-9-349]--[@b123-copd-9-349] although no significant difference in daytime sleepiness with exercise alone has been reported.[@b120-copd-9-349] Treatment with CPAP has demonstrated improvement in exercise capacity among patients with OSA.[@b124-copd-9-349] Specifically in overlap syndrome, treatment with CPAP has demonstrated improvement in walking capacity and exercise tolerance.[@b125-copd-9-349],[@b126-copd-9-349]

There are no specific dietary modifications for treating COPD, OSA, or overlap syndrome. Structured dietary programs with low calorie consumption to target body weight reduction have demonstrated reduction in AHI.[@b127-copd-9-349]--[@b129-copd-9-349] Among patients who have coexisting hypertension, CHF, or pulmonary hypertension, dietary restriction of sodium is generally recommended.[@b130-copd-9-349]--[@b132-copd-9-349]

Supplemental oxygen
-------------------

A major consequence of overlap syndrome is persistent and profound oxygen desaturation during sleep, related to hypoventilation and alterations in the neurochemical responsiveness to hypoxemia and hypercapnia detailed above. Supplemental oxygen has been used to mitigate this issue. The Nocturnal Oxygen Therapy Trial demonstrated improved survival among patients with COPD with long-term oxygen therapy, although this trial did not specifically investigate patients with nocturnal desaturations alone.[@b16-copd-9-349] The 2013 Global initiative for chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) guidelines recommend that supplemental oxygen therapy be provided to patients whose oxygen saturations fall below 88% or who have a PO~2~ less than 55 mmHg during wakefulness or PO~2~ between 55 and 60 mmHg with evidence of pulmonary hypertension, CHF or polycythemia.[@b1-copd-9-349] The goal of oxygen administration is to increase the baseline PO~2~ to 60 mmHg or pulse oximeter reading to 90% during the day. Nocturnal supplemental oxygen use in patients with OSA has had mixed clinical improvement, although several trials have demonstrated a reduction in overall AHI and nocturnal desaturations with supplemental oxygen,[@b133-copd-9-349],[@b134-copd-9-349] others have not.[@b135-copd-9-349],[@b136-copd-9-349] One trial showed a reduction in bradycardia associated with apnea events.[@b133-copd-9-349] Despite this, evidence to support the clinical effectiveness of consistently improving sleep architecture, total sleep time, daytime functioning, and daytime alertness is lacking.[@b134-copd-9-349],[@b135-copd-9-349]

Positive airway pressure
------------------------

The mainstay of treatment for patients with OSA and overlap syndrome is positive airway pressure using either CPAP or bilevel positive airway pressure (PAP). These modalities act as a pneumatic stent to overcome upper airway closure during sleep and effectively reduce the AHI. The reduction in the AHI and improvement in sleep quality in patients with OSA treated with PAP is greater compared to supplemental oxygen alone[@b136-copd-9-349] and is recommended by the AASM.[@b86-copd-9-349] In addition to improvement in sleep quality and daytime sleepiness, treatment of OSA with CPAP has shown important beneficial effects on secondary cardiovascular conditions including systemic hypertension, pulmonary arterial pressure, and recurrent atrial fibrillation after ablation.[@b86-copd-9-349] The need for bilevel PAP for nocturnal noninvasive ventilation is often determined by persistent hypoventilation leading to hypoxemia despite resolution of obstructive events with CPAP.

In patients with COPD and chronic hypercapnia, nocturnal noninvasive ventilation has yielded mixed results in quality of life and daytime function.[@b1-copd-9-349],[@b137-copd-9-349],[@b138-copd-9-349] A recent Cochrane Review failed to demonstrate consistent improvement in gas exchange, health-related quality of life, and lung function at 3 and 12 months of nocturnal noninvasive ventilation in COPD alone.[@b139-copd-9-349] A trial utilizing nocturnal noninvasive ventilation with long-term supplemental oxygen showed improvement in survival, but excluded patients with OSA and morbid obesity.[@b137-copd-9-349] For patients with respiratory disease to be considered for bilevel PAP, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services guidelines[@b140-copd-9-349] require a pCO~2~ of at least 52 mmHg while using the patient's prescribed supplemental oxygen; sleep oximetry with an oxygen saturation less than 88% for at least 5 consecutive minutes while breathing oxygen at 2 L per minute or the patient's prescribed flow rate; and an evaluation for OSA. It is important to consider that CPAP utilizes high airflow rates to support increased airway pressure and may require additional flow rates of entrained supplemental oxygen to assure similar oxygen concentrations within the system.

There is limited data specifically addressing the treatment of overlap syndrome with PAP therapy, but it is supported by the AASM and GOLD guidelines.[@b1-copd-9-349],[@b86-copd-9-349] In small studies, treatment with CPAP among patients with overlap syndrome resulted in improved survival and decreased COPD exacerbations leading to hospitalization.[@b24-copd-9-349],[@b141-copd-9-349] A retrospective review that included 227 patients with overlap syndrome revealed that the use of CPAP also improved survival. Age was also an independent risk factor for mortality in this study and was associated with nightly duration of CPAP use.[@b141-copd-9-349] Treatment with CPAP has also demonstrated improvement in walking capacity and exercise tolerance among patients with overlap syndrome.[@b125-copd-9-349],[@b126-copd-9-349]

Clinical cases
==============

A 65-year-old, obese male with a 40 pack--year tobacco history as well as hypertension requiring four drugs for control presented with a postbronchodilator FEV~1~ of 45% predicted. His resting oxygen saturation by pulse oximeter measured 92%. He used his short-acting bronchodilator up to five times per day for exertional dyspnea. He complained of daytime fatigue and sleepiness as well as morning headaches and attributed this to his age and COPD. Regarding his history, the patient had a fragmented sleep pattern and reported frequent napping. On examination he had pretibial edema. A polysomnogram was performed and showed evidence of OSA with significant desaturations as depicted in [Figure 5](#f5-copd-9-349){ref-type="fig"}. A CPAP titration was performed, but hypoxemia independent of apnea or hypopnea events persisted, resulting in the addition of supplemental oxygen. On follow-up consultation, he reported improvement in his fatigue, daytime sleepiness, and improved walking distance without dyspnea.

This case highlights the coexistence of OSA in a patient with COPD. The patient has poor symptom control of COPD but also has symptoms consistent with OSA, including daytime somnolence and morning headaches. Fatigue and sleepiness should not be attributed to COPD. Given the extent of symptoms and relative hypoxia by daytime pulse oximetry, a polysomnogram should be performed in similar patients to evaluate for OSA. It is important to note that when evaluating a patient with potential overlap syndrome, intermittent nocturnal oxygen desaturations may resolve with treatment of the underlying sleep apnea. Priority should be given to the treatment of OSA before instituting supplemental oxygen. When appropriate, patients with potential overlap syndrome who are already using nocturnal supplemental oxygen should initially have their polysomnogram and subsequent PAP titration study performed without supplemental oxygen. If, as in this case, PAP therapy alone does not correct the patient's nocturnal hypoxemia, the additional use of supplemental oxygen may be required to support their oxygen needs.

A second clinical case involved a 55-year-old postmenopausal female who was an active smoker with moderate COPD. She had undergone attempts at smoking cessation. She had weight gain of 18 pounds over 8 months, and she complained of new onset of daytime sleepiness and increased caffeine use. Her bed partner reported that she had frequent snoring. A polysomnogram was performed with evidence of moderate OSA. She was initiated on CPAP therapy with improvement in symptoms.

This case highlights the potential of OSA to develop in COPD patients with significant weight gain. In addition, as in this case, it is important to recognize risk factors for OSA beyond obesity such as in a female patient who has completed menopause. Symptoms may be misconstrued as COPD, but history-taking may reveal symptoms typically associated with sleep apnea including snoring, gasping efforts during sleep, fragmented sleep patterns, and daytime sleepiness. Often patients will mask symptoms of excessive daytime sleepiness with gradually increased caffeine consumption. This history can be as important as a complaint of daytime sleepiness. A polysomnogram is warranted to diagnose OSA given the change in symptoms.

Conclusion
==========

COPD and OSA are both common conditions with a complex relationship. Attention to comorbid conditions is an important component of best practice care of the COPD patient. It is therefore important that clinicians recognize that the management of the COPD patient should include a comprehensive sleep history, including sleep hygiene and OSA. Recognition of sleep-related disturbances in patients with COPD will assist clinicians in the management of these patients and allow for improved respiratory and sleep-related quality of life.
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![Cardinal symptoms of COPD and OSA.\
**Note:** The common symptoms of COPD and OSA are noted with potential overlapping symptoms highlighted in the center.\
**Abbreviations:** COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; OSA, obstructive sleep apnea.](copd-9-349Fig1){#f1-copd-9-349}

![Overlap syndrome.\
**Note:** The overlap syndrome is the synergistic relationship between coexisting chronic pulmonary disease and obstructive sleep apnea.](copd-9-349Fig2){#f2-copd-9-349}

![Thoracic physiology during supine sleep.\
**Notes:** Forces effecting thoracic function and functional residual capacity (**A**), and reduction in diaphragm excursion among patients with hyperinflation (**B**).](copd-9-349Fig3){#f3-copd-9-349}

![Oxyhemoglobin dissociation curve.\
**Notes:** For an equal 10 point change in the oxygen partial presure (pO~2~), there is a greater oxygen desaturation when the baseline pO~2~ is lower (light gray baseline: 80 mmHg has a 2% desaturation; dark gray baseline: 55 mmHg has an 8% desaturation).\
**Abbreviation:** SpO~2~, oxygen saturation.](copd-9-349Fig4){#f4-copd-9-349}

![Overnight polysomnogram.\
**Notes:** This summary displays a sleep stage hypnogram, oxygen saturation during the study, apnea and hyponea events, and positive airway pressure settings. Note the continued oxygen desaturations associated with REM despite reduction in apnea and hypopnea events (the gray line indicates 88% saturation).\
**Abbreviations:** REM, rapid eye movement; N1, Sleep Stage 1; N2, Sleep Stage 2; N3, Slow wave Sleep; OA, obstructive apnea; MA, mixed apnea; CA, central apnea; H, hypopnea.](copd-9-349Fig5){#f5-copd-9-349}
